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About us

• Australians but lived in London for nearly five years

• Married in 2012

• Quit our day jobs in mid-2013

• Have been digital nomads for two years

• Online copywriting business Red Platypus pays for our 
adventures

• Write our travel blog, Double-Barrelled Travel for fun



About Dave

• Studied broadcasting

• TV journalist at the ABC in Australia

• TV news producer for Al Jazeera and Sky News

• Senior TV producer for BBC World News



About Carmen

• Studied journalism and radio

• Journalist at a local newspaper in Australia

• Senior journalist for a mergers and acquisitions magazine

• Deputy editor for B2B magazines focused on the 
renewable energy sector

• Account manager at a leading creative agency



The low down

Carmen

The blogging process
• Delivering value

• Hooking in your audience

• Finding inspiration

• Writing routine

Clients
• How to find them

Dave

• The novel writing process
• How travel gave me inspiration

• Conquering the first draft

• The daily writing process

• The editing process



Why blog?

• Show your readers you’re an expert / thought leader
• Improve your site’s Google ranking
• Inspire others
• Teach your clients about you
• Show off your skills, which leads to more work





Delivering value

What are you blogging about?
• Select a niche – ‘travel’ isn’t enough

What are you giving?
• Emotional insight

• Tips or advice

• Descriptive or entertaining

Know your readers
• Ask them questions – Facebook is a great 

forum
• Look at your analytics
• Carry out a survey



Our blog
What we’re about

• Adventure

• Culture

• Digital nomadism

• Vlogging

Our demographics
• Aged between 18-44 and slightly more male than female

• 38% USA

• 20% Australian

• 15% UK

• 5% Canada



Hook in your reader

A kick ass headline
• Avoid the clickbait – no false promises

• Make it catchy

• Don’t forget your SEO

The first few sentences are vital
• Ask a question

• Give a mind-blowing statistic

• Leave your audience on the edge of their seats

• Hint that you’re going to be giving away a secret





Finding inspiration

There’s no such thing as ‘writer’s block’
• Make sure it’s something you’re passionate about

• If it’s client work – write knowing it’s for people 
who are passionate about that topic

Think differently
• Look around you and find your inspiration –

digital nomads have no excuse!

• Paint or draw your surroundings to see them from 
a different angle



Dave and Deb from 
The Planet D





Getting into a writing routine
Finding the time

• If you want to do it, you’ll make time for it
• We all have the same number of hours in the day 

as Richard Branson
• Dedicate one hour a day to writing
• Write first thing

Planning is the key
• Set yourself deadlines and tell them to your 

clients and readers so you’re committed
• Create a content calendar

Post regularly and consistently



Finding clients

It’s all about who you know
• Make a list of friends, family and former 

colleagues who can help

• Reach out to those on LinkedIn

• Take a look at Google+ and other social media

Making connections
• Call rather than email – or face-to-face is even 

better

• Ask them how you can help, rather than asking 
for work

• Make sure you have testimonials



My novel - Redgate

My novel in numbers
• 100,000 words

• 280 pages

The story was inspired by
• Real events in Australia’s history 

• The story of my own great grandfather



Lead up to writing my novel
Working at the BBC

• Was firing my creativity even though it was 
a ‘high flying career’ type role

Joined a writer’s group
• Guidance and motivated me

Travel crept in 
• First trip to France

• Inspiration to keep writing





The process of the first draft
Just write it!

• Don’t edit, just get the words out

• Look for the most simple way to explain the 
story 

• You can expand on your story at a later date

I threw my 90,000 word draft out
• Too much waffle

• Boiled it down, stripped away the fat and 
headed for the needlepoint





Writing a novel is like climbing a mountain 
It will probably take longer than you think

You have to keep going if you want to reach the 
top

Sometimes it’s easier that others, but most times 
it’s a struggle

It’s frightening to reach the top but you feel a 
sense of achievement

You have to go back down to the bottom again



The editing process
Read it through once without any edits

There’s no one perfect way to do it

Work backwards or forwards – line by line, word 
by word

Re-write if necessary

Polish everything

Kill your darlings



CHAPTER 2… January, 1916

Miller woke slowly, swimming up to consciousness through thick dreams. After two years of toil his body clock was set 

permanently at five am, especially on Sundays, his only day off. He made sure he squeezed very minute out of it, and he groped 

for his clothes in the dark, dressing as quickly as he could.

In a smooth flow he snuck across the squeaky verandah floorboards and pulled his bicycle from the backyard shed, 

pedalling hard through the front gate and onto the deserted road. He’d dreamt about his school mates, the ones who’d added a 

few numbers to their ages. The death notices in the Saturday paper said three of them were killed in action in a part of Turkey 

that twisted his tongue. There was talk of conscription, the war dragging on in the mud of the Somme and Vimy Ridge, 

calendars turning over Christmas after Christmas with no end in sight. Miller shook the thoughts off and nailed the bike around a 

sharp bend, keeping his speed as he hit the bitumen that led down to the river.

Ten minutes later, covered in steaming sweat he sat on the cool beach of a finger peninsula jutting out into the Swan River. 

Miller looked out over the water to the hills beyond. The sun was well below the purple horizon but he could already feel it. It

was going to be another scorcher.  He shivered as dew settled on the grassy bushland at his back. The distant Darling Ranges 

were becoming visible in the far distance, beyond their heights was the vast, flat country that led to the dead heart of Australia. 

Out there the sun was already beating down with unchecked ferocity, brewing a belching hot easterly breeze that was speeding 

toward the cool air and low pressure on the Western coast. Suddenly, the sun broke through the line of the land and exploded 

reds and oranges across the low lying clouds, lighting the darkened slopes and slowly revealing the squat buildings of the city.

Miller’s eyes lingered on the pylons and moorings driven into the river at the front of the main settlement and watched for 

the wind. Rough patches of air began to rush and shimmy across the still water between the peninsula and the riverfront, 

dazzling and colliding as the wind gathered strength. Suddenly a finger shaped patch of wind broke away from the zephyrs and 

cats paws on the glassy surface and crazed across the water directly toward him, as if an artist were madly dripping a line of 

paint across a flattened canvas. It sprinted across the final stretch of water and he flinched as it melted into the small choppy 

breakers in the shallows. A second behind it came a wall of hot wind pushed by the great bellows out in the desert. Miller’s face 

creased into a wide smile, daring it to get stronger. 



Chapter 4

Perth, November 1915

Miller sat on cool river sand, knees pressed to his chest, waiting for the molten dawn to spill over the Darling Range. He loved this 

time, the calm and cold before the rush of day. The Swan River was still life, joined unbroken to the bordering land - a secret 

aspect for early risers. 

He could feel it in his bones. Another scorcher was on the way. He shivered in anticipation of the ferocious prickling 

heat swirling east of the approaching line of day, a great bellows in the dead heart.

Faint light arcing over the distant hills brought a long, thin peninsula into view, the land curving away to the right, 

beckoning to the open water of the Swan. The city of his birth had been a town not long ago and a few years before that it was 

known as a candle-lit colony of soldiers, settlers, convicts and coolies. Now electric lights shone in a few scattered windows on the 

opposite shore, sending blurry necklaces of light onto the water. He gathered a fortune of reflections until a flick of wind brushed 

his cheek.

“A true easterly please,” he muttered, shielding his eyes from the stretching sunrise. A gust of wind tugged at his 

shirtsleeves. Another ghosted by, and then another until a solid blow of air dabbed over the water. Knot by knot the wind tightened 

its angle to his wish, a true easterly. Perfect weather for sailing. 







Connecting the dots

Remember to balance your travel and work life

Discipline is the key to writing

Establish a routine and stick to it

Find inspiration from the world around you


